
Revised Standards for the Account Data
Compromise Program
Topic(s): Fraud/Risk, Merchant, Rules/Standards, Security

May Apply To: Acquirers Issuers Processors

Summary: Effective 1 September 2016, MasterCard will revise its Standards
relating to the alternative process by which the responsible
customer may conduct an investigation of an Account Data
Compromise (ADC) Event or Potential ADC Event (an “Event”)
for which:

– Fewer than 30,000 accounts are deemed by MasterCard to
have been placed at risk of unauthorized use; and

– The subject of the Event is a Level 2, Level 3, or Level 4
Merchant (or other agent); and

– The criteria listed in section 10.2.4 of the Security Rules and
Procedures manual are satisfied.

Action Indicator: A Attention warranted

Effective Date: 1 September 2016

Background
In Global Security Bulletin No. 9, 15 September 2015, MasterCard announced
revisions to the reimbursement component and other aspects of its ADC
Program that became effective 1 January 2016. Among these revisions,
MasterCard increased the maximum number of at-risk accounts related to an
Event for which the responsible customer itself may conduct an investigation
to fewer than 30,000 accounts. This revision enables MasterCard to focus its
resources on larger Events.

Program Changes to the Alternative Investigation
Standards
By raising the account threshold, MasterCard anticipates an increase in the
number of customer-led investigations of Events. In an effort to help ensure
that security vulnerabilities at merchants and other agents are expeditiously
remediated and account data is no longer placed at risk of compromise,
MasterCard will implement the following changes to the alternative
investigation process, effective 1 September 2016:
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• The time frame in which an officer of the responsible customer must
provide to MasterCard a written certification will be reduced to 20 business
days.

• The responsible customer will need to provide MasterCard with
documentation satisfactory to MasterCard confirming containment
(including the date of containment) of the ADC Event or Potential ADC
Event, as well as a written explanation of the steps taken to contain the
Event.

• MasterCard may conduct periodic reviews of an Event investigated by the
responsible customer to confirm that the Event has been fully contained.
If MasterCard determines that such an Event is not fully contained,
MasterCard will require the responsible customer to provide a remediation
action plan and implement the required steps of such plan within the time
frames described in the revised Standards of this article.

• If a merchant or other agent that was the subject of an Event is determined
by MasterCard to be the subject of a different Event within 36 months,
MasterCard will require the responsible customer to engage a Payment
Card Industry Security Standards Council (PCI SSC)-approved forensic
investigator (PFI) to conduct an independent examination of the merchant
or agent to contain the Event.

• A noncompliance assessment structure will be implemented for a
responsible customer’s failure to comply with any obligation to provide
a timely officer certification and/or failure to safeguard account data for
such Events.

Overview of Revised Standards
Please review the revisions to the publication indicated in the table below and
make appropriate plans to support the revised Standards.

Effective Date Changes to Standards in… Will be Published in…

1 September 2016 Security Rules and
Procedures

Chapter 10—Account Data
Protection Standards and
Programs

MasterCard will incorporate the revised Standards into a future edition of this
manual. The manual is available on MasterCard Connect™ via the Publications
product.

Revised Standards—Security Rules and Procedures
MasterCard will revise the Security Rules and Procedures to include these
Standards. Additions are underlined. Deletions are indicated with a
strikethrough.
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Chapter 10—Account Data Protection Standards and
Programs
10.2 Account Data Compromise Events

10.2.4 Alternative Standards Applicable to Certain Merchants or
Other Agents

In the event of an ADC Event or Potential ADC Event (for purposes of this
section 10.2.4, an “Event”) for which the subject is a Level 2, Level 3, or Level
4 Merchant (as set forth in section 10.3.4), in lieu of complying with the
responsible Customer obligations set forth in section 10.2.2.1, the first bullet
point of section 10.2.2.2, and section 10.2.3 of this Chapter 10, a responsible
Customer may comply with the Standards set forth in this section 10.2.4
provided all of the following criteria are satisfied:

Criterion A

MasterCard determines that fewer than 30,000 Accounts are at risk of
unauthorized disclosure as a result of the Event; and

Criterion B

MasterCard determines that the Merchant (or other Agent) has not been
the subject of an ADC Event or Potential ADC Event for the thirty-six
(36) consecutive months immediately preceding the date that MasterCard
determines likely to be the earliest possible date of the Event; and

Criterion C

The responsible Customer determines that the Merchant (or other Agent) uses
a computer-based acceptance system that does not share connectivity with
another Merchant (or Agent) or Merchant’s (or Agent’s) system and that is
not operated by a Service Provider.

Should MasterCard determine that the subject of the Event is a Level 2, 3, or 4
Merchant and that Criteria A and B, above, are satisfied, MasterCard will provide
notice to the responsible Customer via an email message to the responsible
Customer’s Security Contact listed in the Member Information—MasterCard
application then available on MasterCard Connect™.
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Upon receipt of such notice, the responsible Customer may elect to cause a
PFI to conduct an examination of the Merchant or other Agent in accordance
with section 10.2.2.1 of this Chapter 10. Should the responsible Customer
cause a PFI to conduct an examination, the responsible Customer must notify
MasterCard within 24 hours of the engagement of the PFI. Failure to notify
MasterCard within the 24-hour time frame may result in a noncompliance
assessment as described in section 10.2.6. Alternatively, and provided the
responsible Customer determines that Criterion C is satisfied, the responsible
Customer itself may elect to investigate the Event in lieu of causing a PFI to
conduct an examination of the Merchant or other Agent.

If the responsible Customer itself elects to conduct the investigation, not later
than thirty (30) twenty (20) business days following the date of the notice
by MasterCard described above, the responsible Customer must provide to
MasterCard a written certification by an officer of the responsible Customer
certifying that all of the following are true:

• The responsible Customer elected to investigate the ADC Event or Potential
ADC Event in lieu of causing a PFI to investigate the ADC Event or
Potential ADC Event; and

• The Merchant (or other Agent) that is the subject of the ADC Event or
Potential ADC Event does not use a computer-based acceptance system
that is used by another Merchant (or Agent) or Merchants (or Agents); and

• The responsible Customer’s investigation of the ADC Event or Potential
ADC Event has been completed and the ADC Event or Potential ADC Event
has been fully contained;. Documentation satisfactory to the Corporation
confirming such containment (including the date of containment) and a
written explanation of how the security breach was contained (including
the steps taken to ensure that Account data are no longer at risk of
compromise) must be provided to MasterCard with the officer certification;
and

• The Merchant has newly validated or revalidated compliance with the PCI
DSS. Documentation confirming such validation or revalidation must be
provided to MasterCard with the officer certification.

Failure to comply with any obligation of the Responsible Customer may result
in the imposition of a noncompliance assessment as described in section 10.2.6.

MasterCard may conduct periodic reviews of an ADC Event or Potential ADC
Event investigated by the responsible Customer to confirm that the Event has
been fully contained. Should MasterCard determine that an Event certified by
an officer of the responsible Customer as fully contained continues to place
Accounts at risk of unauthorized disclosure, MasterCard will provide notice to
the responsible Customer via an email message to the responsible Customer’s
Security Contact then listed in the Member Information—MasterCard
application.
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Within ten (10) business days of such notice, the responsible Customer must
provide to MasterCard a remediation action plan describing the steps (and
relevant dates of the steps) that the responsible Customer will take to ensure
that Account data are no longer at risk of compromise. Failure to provide
MasterCard with the remediation action plan within the 10 day time frame may
result in a noncompliance assessment as described in section 10.2.6.

Within twenty (20) business days after MasterCard provides approval of the
responsible Customer’s remediation action plan, the responsible Customer must
implement all required steps of the action plan, including but not limited to
officer certification to MasterCard that such remediation action plan has taken
effect. Failure to implement the remediation action plan to the satisfaction
of MasterCard within the 20 day time frame may result in a noncompliance
assessment as described in section 10.2.6.

If the Merchant (or Agent) that was the subject of an ADC Event or Potential
ADC Event investigated by the responsible Customer is the subject of a
different Event within thirty-six (36) months of the date on which MasterCard
provided notice to the responsible Customer of the initial Event, MasterCard:

• Will require the responsible Customer to engage the services of a PFI to
conduct an independent examination of the Merchant or other Agent in
accordance with section 10.2.2.1 of this Chapter 10; and

• May impose an assessment of USD 25,000 upon the responsible Customer
for failure to safeguard Account data.

Except as specifically set forth in this section 10.2.4, all other MasterCard and
Customer rights and obligations with respect to an ADC Event or Potential
ADC Event shall continue with respect to any ADC Event or Potential ADC
Event that a responsible Customer itself elects to investigate in accordance
with this section 10.2.4. Further, and for the avoidance of doubt, MasterCard
has a right at any time to require a responsible Customer to cause a PFI to
conduct a forensic examination of a Merchant notwithstanding the provisions
of this section 10.2.4.

Questions?
Customers with questions about the MasterCard ADC Program should refer to
the ADC User Guide and Chapter 10 of the Security Rules and Procedures
manual.

Customers with other questions about the information in this article should
contact:

Account Data Compromise Team

Email: Account_Data_Compromise@mastercard.com
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